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PURPOSE. An innovative methodology using naturalistic driving data was used to examine the
association between visual sensory and visual-cognitive function and rates of future crash or
near-crash involvement among older drivers.
METHODS. The Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2) Naturalistic Driving Study was
used for this prospective analysis. The sample consisted of N ¼ 659 drivers aged ‡70 years
and study participation lasted 1 or 2 years for most participants. Distance and near visual
acuity, contrast sensitivity, peripheral vision, visual processing speed, and visuospatial skills
were assessed at baseline. Crash and near-crash involvement were based on video
recordings and vehicle sensors. Poisson regression models were used to generate crude and
adjusted rate ratios (RRs) and 95% confidence intervals, while accounting for person-miles
of travel.
RESULTS. After adjustment, severe impairment of the useful field of view (RR ¼ 1.33) was
associated with an increased rate of near-crash involvement. Crash, severe crash, and at-fault
crash involvement were associated with impaired contrast sensitivity in the worse eye (RRs ¼
1.38, 1.54, and 1.44, respectively) and far peripheral field loss in both eyes (RRs ¼ 1.74, 2.32,
and 1.73, respectively).
CONCLUSIONS. Naturalistic driving data suggest that contrast sensitivity in the worse eye and far
peripheral field loss in both eyes elevate the rates of crash involvement, and impaired visual
processing speed elevates rates of near-crash involvement among older drivers. Naturalistic
driving data may ultimately be critical for understanding the relationship between vision and
driving safety.
Keywords: naturalistic driving, older drivers, vision, crash, near-crash

riving is a highly complex task that relies on a variety of
visual and cognitive functions.1 A large body of work has
demonstrated that older drivers with visual sensory,2–5 visual
processing speed,5–7 and visuospatial ability7 impairments are
at increased risk for collision involvement. However, most
population-based research studies on these risk factors for crash
involvement have used accident reports submitted by police
agencies to the state office in charge of overseeing these
events. 2–7 While accident reports provide a wealth of
information on the circumstances of the crash (e.g., place,
weather, vehicles involved), they may systematically omit less
serious crashes, near-misses,8 or any crash event where police
do not come to the scene; thus, outcome events are likely
incomplete and biased.9 In addition, epidemiologic studies on
visual risk factors for collision involvement conducted thus far
do not have objectively measured driving exposure (miles
driven), but rather rely on subjective driving exposure as
reported by the driver.5,10 Research using a naturalistic driving
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methodology offers an opportunity to overcome these limitations.
Naturalistic driving data are generated by participants
driving their own vehicles during the course of their everyday
life over long observation periods. Vehicles are unobtrusively
equipped with sensors and video cameras, which record
vehicle kinematics, GPS, presence of nearby objects, and the
roadway environment. These studies are innovative because
they provide an unprecedented level of detail on the
occurrence of safety critical events such as crashes and nearcrashes. Prior studies on vision and driving using naturalistic
driving methods have not examined visual risk factors for crash
and near-crash events.11–20 Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to examine the association between visual sensory and
visual-cognitive function and rates of crash or near-crash
involvement among older drivers using a naturalistic study
design.
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Visual Function and Crash or Near-Crash Involvement

METHODS
Data Acquisition
This study used data from the Strategic Highway Research
Program 2 (SHRP2) Naturalistic Driving Study, the largest
naturalistic driving study conducted to date.21 The SHRP2
Naturalistic Driving Study was implemented through the
Federal Highway Administration of the US Department of
Transportation and the Transportation Research Board.22,23
Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI; Blacksburg, VA,
USA) was the primary contractor for this study.

Study Sample
Details of the SHRP2 purpose, study design, enrollment
procedures, and data collection methods have been published
previously.22–24 The study involved a sample of drivers from six
US sites (Bloomington, IN, USA; State College, PA, USA; Tampa
Bay, FL, USA; Buffalo, NY, USA; Durham, NC, USA; Seattle, WA,
USA), representing a wide range of geographies, weather, state
laws, road types, and road usage. Participants were recruited
through a combination of random-digit dialing, random-digit
dialing of individuals who were believed to own an eligible
vehicle, and public advertising.22 More than 18,000 individuals
were recruited for screening.22 Potential participants were
contacted by the Virginia Tech Center for Survey Research with
a telephone call to discuss the study protocol and confirm
eligibility. Individuals who were licensed drivers, drove at least
3 days per week, planned to keep the vehicle for the duration
of the study (i.e., 1 or 2 more years for most participants), and
had an eligible and mechanically sound vehicle were eligible to
participate.22 Consenting and eligible participants completed a
standard intake process during a single in-person visit at
regional study sites. Participants were enrolled from October
2010 through December 2013 and were followed up over
time, most participating 1 to 2 years. The final SHRP2 sample
included 3541 drivers aged 16 to 98 years. For the current
analysis, the sample was limited to drivers aged ‡70 years (N ¼
659), since the focus of the study is on older drivers and the
rate of crash involvement and older driver fatalities does not
markedly begin to increase until the 70s.25,26 This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham and followed the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Data Collection
At the enrollment visit, the personal vehicle of each participant
was installed with a data acquisition system (DAS) that
captured continuous driving data anytime the vehicle was
operating. Participants were instructed to drive their vehicles
as they normally would while enrolled in the study. Results
from similar naturalistic driving studies demonstrate that
participants adapt relatively quickly to the instrumented
vehicle, engage in generally normal driving activities, and are
not unduly influenced by the equipment installed in their
vehicles.27,28 The DAS included four video cameras (forward
and rear view, view of the driver’s face, and view over the
driver’s right shoulder) and a suite of vehicle sensors including
accelerometers, GPS, and forward radar. At regular intervals,
video and sensor data were transmitted from the vehicle to
VTTI for data processing and quality control.22 The number of
miles driven during each trip was based on the odometer or, if
unavailable, other sources (e.g., GPS data).
At enrollment, participants also completed questionnaires
on demographic characteristics (e.g., age, sex, ethnicity, race,
education), driving history (e.g., self-reported prior crash
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involvement in previous 3 years), and self-reported medical
conditions. Specifically, participants were asked to report any
hearing, heart, brain, vascular, nervous system and sleep,
respiratory, metabolic, kidney, muscle and movement disorders, cancer, psychiatric conditions, or other medical conditions that may affect their driving. To create an estimate of
health status for this analysis,29,30 the number of reported
medical conditions was summed and could range from 0 to 12,
giving one point for each condition. The clock drawing test
was used as a general cognitive screener.31 A score of >2 errors
of a possible 6 indicated cognitive impairment.31 The Sensation
Seeking Scale survey, previously associated with collision
involvement,32 assessed the participant’s sensory stimulation
preferences, with higher scores indicating a desire for
sensation and lower scores reflecting a more cautious
predilection. Participants performed a timed rapid pace walk
to assess the time needed to walk 10 feet and back; impairment
was defined as >7 seconds.33
Visual sensory testing was completed at enrollment by
using the Optec 6500 P (Stereo Optical Co., Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA).34 Distance and near binocular visual acuity under
photopic conditions were recorded as a Snellen fraction and
converted to log minimum angle resolvable (logMAR) for the
purposes of this analysis. Testing was undertaken with the
habitual refractive correction used when driving. Visual acuity
impairment for distance or near was defined as >0.3 logMAR
(worse than 20/40 acuity). Contrast sensitivity was assessed for
each eye separately under photopic conditions (85 cd/m2) for a
6 cycles per degree (cyc/deg) grating, which is near the peak
of the contrast sensitivity function.2,3 Contrast sensitivity
impairment for each eye was defined as <1.5 log sensitivity.35
If participants were unable to see the target at the highest
contrast level (representing a log contrast sensitivity of 1.08), a
score of 0.78 was assigned. This was implemented so
participants with poor contrast sensitivity were not excluded
in the analysis.35 Peripheral vision for each eye was assessed by
determining if a participant could detect a small target flashed
nasally at 458 and temporally at 558, 708, and 858 on the
horizontal meridian. Peripheral vision impairment was defined
in two ways: as those drivers unable to see the target
temporally at 708 or 858 (1) in either eye and (2) in both eyes.
Tests of visual-cognitive function included visual processing
speed under divided attention conditions and the visual
perception of spatial relationships. Visual processing speed
under divided attention was examined by the useful field of
view (UFOV) subtest 2.36 Impaired UFOV performance was
defined as moderate slowing in visual processing speed of 150
to 350 ms and severe slowing in visual processing speed of
>350 ms.7 Visual processing speed under divided attention
was also assessed by using the DrivingHealth Inventory37
version of Trails B, a touch screen test that also relies on
problem solving, executive function, and working memory.38
Impaired performance on Trails B was defined as scores ‡2.47
minutes.7,39 Spatial ability was assessed by using the DrivingHealth Inventory37 version of the Motor-Free Visual Perception
Test (MVPT) Visual Closure Subtest.40 Impaired MVPT performance was defined as fewer than eight cards correct.7
All methods described above for data collection were part
of the SHRP2 design. To ensure consistency across the six data
collection sites, VTTI provided an in-depth training to site
contractor personnel on all study protocols, including the
collection of participant functional assessment data and the
installation, maintenance, and de-installation of DAS kits. The
entire suite of assessments was designed to be precisely
replicable across the six data collection sites and to be
conducted within a 2-hour window, coinciding with vehicle
installation.22
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The primary outcomes of interest were crash and nearcrash involvement. Crashes were defined as events where the
subject vehicle had contact with any object (including other
vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists, or animals), at any speed,
including nonpremeditated departures from the roadway
where at least one tire leaves the paved or intended travel
surface of the road. Near-crashes were defined as any
circumstance that required a rapid evasive maneuver by the
subject vehicle or any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or
animals to avoid a crash. Crash and near-crash events were
identified via a variety of means described in detail
elsewhere.41 VTTI research staff first performed a Rapid
Driver Identification task to identify trip files where the driver
was the consenting participant and to remove trip files from
nonconsenting drivers.42 Then, trained VTTI analysts reviewed video data when vehicle physical sensors detected (1)
large changes in speed or position of the car with respect to
the road, (2) activation of advanced safety systems (e.g.,
antilock braking), (3) the participant pushed the critical
incident button to flag an event, or (4) the analysts detected
an event.41 A short window of video surrounding the possible
event was extracted and reviewed by trained analysts at VTTI
to verify and classify as a crash or near-crash event.43 Crash
events were further categorized according to the severity of
the event, based on the magnitude of the vehicle dynamics,
the presumed amount of property damage, knowledge of
human injuries (often unknown in this data set), and the level
of risk posed to the drivers and other road users. Severity
level was coded only for crash events and included (I) severe
crashes (i.e., with airbag deployment, injury, rollover, change
in velocity, or towing), (II) police-reportable crashes (e.g.,
includes a minimum of $1500 worth of property damage as
estimated from video), (III) minor crashes involving physical
contact with another object but with minimal damage, and
(IV) low-risk tire strike crashes. The VTTI analysts coding
crash and near-crash events were unaware of the participant’s
status on any variables collected at the enrollment visit.
Intrarater agreement on classifying events was periodically
assessed with the VTTI analysts. As compared to an expert
rater, the overall agreement was 88% for crash and near-crash
events.41 If there was more than one sequence in the crash
event (e.g., a subject almost rear ends a lead vehicle and then
is rear ended by the following vehicle), then the first
sequence was defined as a near-crash and the second
sequence was defined as a crash. For the purpose of this
analysis, a ‘‘more severe’’ approach was used in that the more
severe crash between the first and second sequence was used
to classify the event as a whole. All crash events included
levels I to IV and ‘‘major’’ crash events included levels I to III.
At-fault status of the driver was determined by VTTI analysts
for crash and near-crash events and was only coded if there
was observable evidence in the video that the driver
committed an error that led to the event.

Statistical Analysis
Baseline demographic, medical, driving, and behavioral characteristics were compared between those with and without
vision impairment. Non–vision-related factors associated with
any type of visual impairment were defined as confounders
because they may also contribute to crash risk and included
age, sex, race, education, number of medical conditions,
cognitive impairment status, rapid walk status, sensationseeking score, and prior motor vehicle collision (MVC)
involvement. The time scale for calculation of rates was
person-miles, which is a more accurate representation of
driving exposure than person-time.44 Poisson regression
models were used to generate crude and adjusted rate ratios
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(RRs) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
associated with each visual function and crash involvement,
taking into account all crashes a participant incurred. The
dispersion of the data was checked to ensure assumptions of
Poisson regression were met. Models used a log link function
and the log of miles driven was used as an offset. For all
analyses, a two-sided P value of <0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Models were rerun by using major
crashes (levels I–III), at-fault crashes, and near-crash events.

RESULTS
There were 659 adults aged ‡70 years enrolled in SHRP2
(Table 1). Participants included 300 women (45.5%) and 359
men (54.5%). Approximately two-thirds were aged 70 to 79
years and one-third were 80 years and older. Roughly 90% had
some college education or more. Most were white (96.3%) and
non-Hispanic (98.7%). Approximately 17% of the sample
reported prior crash involvement in the previous 3 years.
Fifty-four percent had three or fewer medical comorbidities.
The mean rapid walk time was 6.39 seconds, ranging from 2.68
to 15.69 seconds. Sensation-seeking scores ranged from 0 to 28
(mean 10.26).
All visual sensory and visual-cognitive measurements were
missing for 6.5% (n ¼ 43) of the older drivers. Compared to
participants who were missing all vision data, participants with
no missing vision data or who were only missing a subset of the
vision data were more likely to be male and have higher
education. Most drivers in the sample had a distance and near
logMAR value  0.3 (94.3% and 88.0%, respectively, meaning
visual acuity of 20/40 or better). Approximately 10% of the
sample had contrast sensitivity scores worse than 1.5 when
using the better eye and 37% had contrast sensitivity scores
worse than 1.5 when using the worse eye. Approximately onethird (31.4%) of the sample had peripheral field loss at 708 or
858 in either eye, whereas only 10% had field loss in both eyes.
Visual processing speed per UFOV subtest 2 was slow (>350
ms) in 18.4% of the sample and 13.7% per Trails B. Visualspatial ability impairment per the MVPT was observed in
22.1%.
During 4.8 million miles of follow-up over the 3-year study
period, approximately one-quarter of older drivers were crash
involved (n ¼ 166) (Table 2). Among these drivers, there were
251 crashes for a rate of 5.3 crashes per 100,000 miles traveled.
Eighteen crashes were level I severity (most severe), 17 level II,
99 level III, and 117 level IV (least severe). There were 154
older drivers involved in a near-crash. Among these drivers,
there were 248 near-crashes for a rate of 5.2 near-crashes per
100,000 miles traveled.
Impaired near and distance visual acuity were not
associated with any type of crash or near-crash event (Table
3). Impaired contrast sensitivity in the worse eye, but not the
better eye, was associated with higher rates of crash
involvement (adjusted RR ¼ 1.38; 95% CI, 1.05–1.81), major
crash involvement (adjusted RR ¼ 1.54; 95% CI, 1.07–2.23),
and at-fault crash involvement (adjusted RR ¼ 1.44; 95% CI,
1.08–1.93). Since it was possible that the rates of crash
involvement depended on the number of eyes with impaired
contrast sensitivity, another analysis was examined to compare
rates of crash and near-crash involvement among those with
neither eye impaired (n ¼ 385) to those with one eye (n ¼ 167)
or both eyes (n ¼ 62) impaired. Compared to participants with
neither eye impaired, participants with one eye impaired were
more likely to have a crash (adjusted RR ¼ 1.39; 95% CI, 1.03–
1.88), major crash (adjusted RR ¼ 1.56; 95% CI, 1.04–2.34), and
at-fault crash (adjusted RR ¼ 1.44; 95% CI, 1.04–2.00). The RRs
were similar when comparing participants with two eyes
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TABLE 1. Baseline Characteristics of Older Drivers in SHRP2 (N ¼ 659)
N

%

436
213
10

66.2
32.3
1.5

300
359

45.5
54.5

10
68
170
403

1.5
10.5
26.1
61.9

8
626

1.3
98.7

630
10
14

96.3
1.5
2.1

Age group, y
70–79
80–89
90–99
Sex
Female
Male
Education
Some high school
High school or GED
Some college
College degree or more

TABLE 1. Continued

No field loss either eye
Field loss in both eyesj j

N

%

534
61

89.8
10.3

248
240
110

41.5
40.1
18.4

524
83

86.3
13.7

473
134

77.9
22.1

N

Mean

SD

Min

Max

659
597
611
613
614

3.36
6.39
10.26
0.096
0.14

1.79
1.82
5.52
0.14
0.19

0
2.68
0
0.20
0.20

9
15.69
28
0.80
0.90

UFOV subtest 2, ms
<150 (better)
150–350
>350 (worse)
Trails B, min
<2.47 (better)
‡2.47 (worse)
MVPT, No. correct
‡8 (better)
<8 (worse)

Ethnicity
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic
Race
White
Black
Other*

Contrast sensitivity under photopic conditions, log sensitivity

No. of self-reported MVCs in past 3 y
0
1
2 or more

537
96
13

83.1
14.9
2.0

No. of self-reported MVCs where police came in past 3 y
0
1
2 or more

568
61
7

89.3
9.6
1.1

91
264
225
79

13.8
40.1
34.1
12.0

493
120

80.4
19.6

432
165

72.4
27.6

578
35

94.3
5.7

No. of medical conditions
0–1
2–3
4–5
‡6
Cognitive status
Not impaired
Impaired
Rapid walk time, s
7 (faster)
>7 (slower)
Visual acuity, logMAR
Distance
0.3 (better)
>0.3 (worse)
Near
0.3 (better)
540
88.0
>0.3 (worse)
74
12.1
Contrast sensitivity under photopic conditions, log sensitivity
In better eye†
‡1.5 (better)
<1.5 (worse)

552
62

89.9
10.1

385
229

62.7
37.3

406
186

68.6
31.4

In worse eye‡
‡1.5 (better)
<1.5 (worse)
Peripheral vision
No field loss both eyes
Field loss in either eye§
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No. of medical conditions
Rapid walk time, s
Sensation Seeking Scale
Distance visual acuity, logMAR
Near visual acuity, logMAR

In better eye†
In worse eye‡
Useful field of view, ms
Trails B, min
MVPT, No. correct

614
614
598
607
607

1.67
1.42
224.75
1.96
8.38

0.27
0.37
121.24
1.74
2.14

0.78
0.78
100.00
0.67
1.00

2.26
2.11
500.00
16.67
11.00

GED, general educational development.
* ‘‘Other’’ race includes American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian,
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander, Unknown, and More Than One
Race.
† Contrast sensitivity impairment based on better eye, assigning a
0.78 sensitivity to those who could not see anything.
‡ Contrast sensitivity impairment based on worse eye, assigning a
0.78 sensitivity to those who could not see anything.
§ Field loss at 708 or 858 temporally in either eye.
jj Field loss at 708 or 858 temporally in both eyes.

impaired to neither eye impaired; however, the 95% CIs
included 1.0 (data not shown). Peripheral vision impairment in
either eye was associated with a higher rate of major crash
involvement (adjusted RR ¼ 1.53; 95% CI, 1.02–2.29), whereas
peripheral vision impairment in both eyes was associated with
an increased rate of crash involvement (adjusted RR ¼ 1.74;
95% CI, 1.18–2.56), major crash involvement (adjusted RR ¼
2.32; 95% CI, 1.40–3.83), and at-fault crash involvement
(adjusted RR ¼ 1.73; 95% CI, 1.14–2.61).
For those with severe slowing in visual processing speed
(>350 ms) per UFOV, crude rates of crash, major crash, and atfault crash were 1.57 to 2.23 times higher than for those who
took less than 150 ms; however, after adjusting, these
associations were no longer statistically significant. Severe
UFOV impairment was significantly associated with near-crash
involvement even after adjusting for potential confounders
(adjusted RR ¼ 1.33; 95% CI, 1.19–1.49). Rates of crash and atfault crash involvement were approximately 40% higher for
those with impairment on Trails B; however, these associations
were not statistically significant after adjustment. Participants
with impaired MVPT scores had significantly lower rates of
crash (adjusted RR ¼ 0.59; 95% CI, 0.40–0.88) and at-fault crash
(adjusted RR ¼ 0.50; 95% CI, 0.32–0.78) involvement than
those without an impairment.

Visual Function and Crash or Near-Crash Involvement
TABLE 2. Number and Rates of Crash, Major Crash, At-Fault Crash, and
Near-Crash Involvement During the SHRP2 Study (N ¼ 659)

Crash
Major crash
At-fault crash
Near-crash

No. of Older Drivers
Involved in Crashes

No. of
Events

Rate per 100,000
Person-Miles*

166
110
143
154

251
134
217
248

5.3
2.8
4.6
5.2

* There were 5846.6 days of person-time while driving and
4,763,264.9 person-miles.

DISCUSSION
The current study implemented a novel approach to studying
vision and driver safety in older drivers by using naturalistic
driving data, thus avoiding the methodologic pitfalls associated
with accident reports that have been routinely used in most
previous epidemiologic studies on vision and collision
involvement. Additionally, an advantage of the naturalistic
driving methodology is that it generates an objective measurement of driving exposure (i.e., miles driven), rather than a
subjective self-report measure. Consistent with earlier
work,5,45 impaired visual acuity was not associated with crash
involvement (regardless of type). Our results go beyond
previous studies and suggest that UFOV impairment is
associated with near-crash involvement. This may suggest that
UFOV impairment places older drivers at risk of performing a
rapid evasive maneuver to avoid a crash but without actually
inciting any contact with another object, yet little information
exists in the literature on risk factors for near-crash involvement to provide context for our finding. Near-crash events
(e.g., an aggressive left turn leading to oversteering and causing
conflict with oncoming vehicles) may be more reflective of onroad driver performance than driver safety per se.46,47
Contrast sensitivity impairment in the worse eye, but not
the better functioning eye, was associated with higher rates of
crash, major crash, and at-fault crash involvement even after
adjustment for other factors. These results are consistent with
prior studies finding that associations between collisions and
the worse functioning eye are stronger than that with the
better functioning eye.2,3,48,49 For drivers with cataract,
Owsley et al.2 have found that contrast sensitivity in the worse
eye is more strongly associated with at-fault crash involvement
than in the better functioning eye. Similarly, a stronger
association with crash involvement for the worse functioning
eye has also been found by McGwin et al.50 reporting that
visual field loss in the eye with more severe field loss is
associated with increased risk of crash involvement. Rubin et
al.5 have found that contrast sensitivity impairment is not
associated with crash involvement; however, drivers with poor
contrast sensitivity are much less likely to drive and are more
likely to cease driving during the 8-year follow-up period, and
thus by removing themselves from the road, may truncate the
study’s ability to examine the association between contrast
sensitivity and collision involvement. In addition, Rubin et al.5
use a self-reported estimate of miles driven during the year
before the baseline examination, unlike the present study that
used objectively measured driving exposure.
Drivers with field loss at 708 or 858 in both eyes had rates of
crash, major crash, and at-fault crash involvement that were
approximately two times higher than those without this field
loss. Despite using a single-intensity test target to define field
impairment, the magnitude of the association between field
loss and crash risk is consistent with prior work using a fullthreshold measurement procedure.4 In addition, field loss at
708 or 858 in one eye only was associated with major crash
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involvement. These field loss findings are consistent with
driving performance studies showing that peripheral vision
impairment hampers lane positioning and obstacle and
pedestrian detection.51–53
The current study found that drivers with slowed visual
processing speed as measured by the UFOV subtest 2 were
almost two times more likely to incur crash, major crash, atfault crash, and near-crash events, consistent with previously
published rate-ratio estimates.6,7 However, in this study these
associations did not remain after adjusting for potentially
confounding factors, unlike most previous studies.5–7,45,54,55
Some prior studies reporting associations between UFOV and
crash involvement have been based on small samples or
convenience samples, whereas a prior study reporting no
association is based on a population-based sample of older
drivers.56 Interestingly, rates of near-crash involvement remained significantly (69%) higher after adjustment for those
with severely impaired UFOV scores. Also unlike other
studies,7,56 impaired Trails B was not associated with higher
rates of crash involvement regardless of type or with near-crash
involvement after adjustment. It is possible the current study
adjusted for factors not included in previous studies, yet even
when age was the only covariate in the model (data not
shown), the association between crash involvement (all types)
and UFOV and Trails B performance was not statistically
significant. Selection bias may have biased associations toward
the null; older adults with functional impairments are less
likely to be participants in research.57–59 It seems that this
selection bias would be operative for most studies in the older
driver literature and not unique to our study. Yet, in studies
using naturalistic driving methods there may be a greater
predilection for functionally impaired older drivers to decline
participation, since their actual on-road behavior will be
recorded. Another possible explanation is that the risk factors
for crash and near-crash events as defined in naturalistic driving
studies may be different from those using accident reports.
Prior work suggests crash events defined in different ways can
have different visual risk factors.30,60
Our analyses indicated that older drivers with impairments
in spatial ability (MVPT test) were less likely to be crash
involved or at-fault for a crash, in contrast to previous studies
showing a positive7 or no association.56 An explanation
remains elusive, although one could speculate that older adults
with deficits in their spatial availabilities may be more
conservative in where and when they drive. Older adults tend
to avoid driving in unfamiliar areas and when visibility is
challenging,61–63 a phenomenon that could be accentuated in
those with challenges in processing spatial information.
The percentage of participants who incurred at least one
crash (25%) was much higher in this study than studies using
accident reports generated by the police.5 Minor collisions are
not always reported to the police, which may account for this
difference. Severity level I or II crashes in the SHRP2
classification system are those that would most likely be police
reported22; and 5.3% of the participants in our analysis had
these types of crashes.5 This is comparable to the 6.7% of
participants with crashes in the prospective population-based
study by Rubin et al.5 In addition, given the number of miles
traveled, the rate of crashes coded with a severity level I or II
was 0.73 per 100,000 person-miles, which is only slightly
higher than population-based studies based on police-reported
accidents.64 These estimates provide some external validity to
the SHRP2 estimates as compared to other population-based
samples of a similar age group.
The results of this study must be interpreted in light of
strengths and limitations. A major strength was that this is the
first large-scale multisite study using naturalistic driving
methodology to examine the association between visual
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function and crash risk in older drivers. The assessment of
crash involvement was based on video recordings and vehicle
sensors, so it was not subject to recall bias or limited to only
police-reported crashes. In SHRP2 identification of a crash or
near-crash event is predicated on the assumption that the
vehicle sensors detected it. It is certainly possible that not all
crash or near-crash events were detected by the sensor
algorithms and thus not included in this analysis; however, a
systematic approach was used to identify events so it is likely
any missing events were similar between those with and
without vision impairment. At-fault status was determined by
trained analysts at VTTI who evaluated video recordings of
the actual crash event. Unlike police who arrive at the scene
after the crash event and thus did not witness it, the analyst
can watch the video of the event. Driving exposure was
measured objectively from the vehicle, so it is not subject to
recall bias like self-reported annual mileage. While the Optec
6500 P instrument may be amenable to use in a motor vehicle
licensing setting, it does not have design characteristics for
visual acuity and other psychophysical testing that are
preferable for clinical eye research,65 so the results may not
be generalizable to vision assessments administered in more
controlled settings. Nevertheless, the reliability of the
instrument is high35 and visual functions were assessed at
the beginning of the study, so there is little reason to suspect
misclassification bias. However, it is possible vision status may
have changed between enrollment and the end of follow-up
and would have biased the estimates toward the null. Crashes
were defined prospectively and trained analysts were masked
to the visual function status of the participant at baseline, so
there is little reason to suspect differential bias between those
who did and did not crash. The sample was largely white nonHispanic and highly educated, so the generalizability to other
race/ethnicities or populations with lower educational
attainment is unknown, a topic for further study. This study
adjusted for a number of important nonvisual confounding
factors known to affect crash risk in older drivers, a strength
of the study design. The role of many other contrast
sensitivity test conditions measured in SHRP2 as related to
collision involvement by older drivers was not addressed in
this report, but will be the subject of a future report.
Adjustment for multiple comparisons was not performed.
Adjusting for multiple comparisons can result in a higher type
II error rate by artificially setting the bar for statistical
significance very high.66–68 While it is more conservative than
the conventional P < 0.05, applying adjustment factors
hampers researchers from exploring an association further.
Instead future research should investigate these statistical
associations to see if the pattern persists in other large
naturalistic driving studies that have assessed visual function
among older drivers.69
In conclusion, this naturalistic driving study afforded the
opportunity to study the relationship between vision and
driving in older drivers where outcome events are not limited
by the accident report surveillance submitted by police officers
and driver self-reports of driving exposure (mileage). Findings
suggest that older drivers with impaired contrast sensitivity in
the worse eye and far peripheral vision in both eyes have
significantly higher rates of crash involvement than those
without these impairments. In addition, impaired UFOV was
associated with higher rates of near-crash involvement. The
differing results between the current study and prior studies
using accident reports may be derived from how an adverse
crash event is defined. Research using naturalistic driving
methods is relatively new, but may ultimately be critical for
understanding the veridical relationship between vision and
driving safety.
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